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Direct Determination of Partial Wave Contributions in the sp Shape Resonance
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The first complete experiment for the CK-shell of CO molecules in the region of thesp shape
resonance has been performed by detecting photoelectrons in coincidence with fragment ions. F
ratios of dipole matrix elements and four phase shift differences have been extracted from the exp
mental data. Their analyses show that, in thesp shape resonance due to thel mixing, d andf partial
waves give the main contribution to the cross section, andf and g waves give the main contribution
to a rapid increase of phase shift byp. [S0031-9007(97)05279-4]
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It is well known [1] that theK-shell photoabsorp-
tion spectra in diatomic molecules exhibit broad reso
nances above the ionization thresholds and, owing
that, strongly differ from monotonically decreasing atomi
K-shell spectra. Dehmer and Dill [2] showed that thoug
the molecularK shells remain essentially atomiclike, the
p-wave photoelectrons ejected from them interact with a
anisotropic molecular field and are scattered into stat
with another angular momentum, for example, withl 
3. As follows from their calculations for N2 molecules,
thes continuum wave function withl  3, which for low
energies is concentrated outside the centrifugal barri
can penetrate into the molecular core region at a kine
energy of about 1 Ry. This penetration is rapid and lea
to the appearance of a broad maximum in the cross sect
which is called asp shape resonance. Simultaneous
the corresponding phase shift is increased by,p radians.
This means that the molecular field can support a qua
boundf state oriented along the molecular axis. The fa
that the resonances appear only ins channels has recently
been proved experimentally for several molecules [3,
by measuring the partials andp channel cross sections
separately using angle-resolved photoion spectroscopy

The calculations in Ref. [2] were relatively simple an
gave only a qualitative description of the experimentalsp

shape resonances. But the majority of more recent a
more sophisticated calculations [5] are still giving muc
sharper and stronger resonances than those observed
perimentally. Therefore a so-called complete experime
is needed from which it would be possible to extrac
directly the dipole matrix elements and phase shift di
ferences describing the process and to establish the
gin of the sp resonances. Measurements of the angu
distribution of photoelectrons ejected from fixed-in-spac
molecules reported in this paper are just the kind of e
periment which is able to give this information.

The possibility to perform a complete experiment i
photoionization was first discussed for atoms (see [6] a
0031-9007y98y80(8)y1622(4)$15.00
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references therein) where the orbital angular momentu
l of bound states is a good quantum number. Th
continuous spectrum wave function containing at larg
distances a plane wave propagating in the directio
of photoelectron emission is represented as an infin
expansion in partial waves. The dipole selection rule
restrict the number of partial waves in this expansion b
only two terms withl0  l 6 1 where l is the orbital
angular momentum of an initial state. As a result, fo
a complete experiment in closed shell atoms one nee
to determine at most five parameters. This can be do
by measuring the angular distribution of photoelectron
with defined spin polarization ejected from unpolarize
atoms [6], or by measuring the angular distribution o
photoelectrons ejected from polarized atoms without sp
analysis of photoelectrons [7]. In molecules the orbita
angular momentuml is not a good quantum number, and
the ground state wave function could not be characteriz
by a single value ofl. Therefore, the dipole selection
rules could not restrict the summation over partial wave
in continuous spectrum which extends to infinity, an
the complete experiment is impossible. But in practic
the partial wave expansions are converging, and to
good approximation one can restrict the correspondin
summations by some finite number of terms. In thi
more restricted sense the complete experiment is possi
also in molecules as it was demonstrated in [8] for las
excited NO molecules.

Equations for the angular distribution of photoelectron
ejected from fixed-in-space molecules has been deriv
by Dill [9], and the first calculations for CO molecules
[10] demonstrated a rich structure of the correspondin
angular distributions. But so far no complete experime
has been reported on photoionization from the groun
state of molecules.

Photoionization of fixed-in-space molecules in a ga
phase is realized here by detecting photoelectrons
coincidence with fragment ions as described in [11,12
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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In order to improve the time resolution for ion detectio
as C1 and O1 ions are detected separately, the io
detector with a retarding grid was replaced with a paral
plate electrostatic analyzer, which was used to detect
fragment ions having the kinetic energy of5 6 2.5 eV.
Details of the present experiment will be describe
in the forthcoming paper [13]. The direction of ligh
polarization was parallel to the molecular axis so that on
s ! s transitions were contributing. This makes th
process axially symmetric and allows one to present t
general expression for the angular distribution, obtain
in [9] as an expansion in spherical harmonics, as
expansion in Legendre polynomials,

dsydk̂  C
KX
i

AiPiscosud , (1)

where k̂  hu, wj is the photoelectron ejection direction
in the molecular frame,C is a normalization constant, and
the parametersAi are presented below in Eq. (2). The
can be obtained by fitting the experimental angular dist
bution by Eq. (1). In homonuclear molecules symmet
considerations limit the summation overi to even values,
and the number of parametersAi is always smaller than
the number of matrix elements and phase shift differenc
entering the equations for these parameters. Therefor
was impossible to extract them from the angular distrib
tions measured in [11]. In heteronuclear molecules bo
even and oddi contribute to (1). Because of that, for an
even value ofK the number of parametersAi is just equal
to the number of dipole matrix elements and phase sh
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differences entering the equations forAi, provided the
partial wave expansion of the photoelectron wave fun
tion is restricted by the maximal valuelmax  Ky2. It
means that in this approximation, one can perform t
complete experiment and extract the dipole matrix el
ments and phase shift differences directly from the me
sured angular distributions. This opens the possibility o
direct probe of the orbital angular momentum compositio
of molecular photoelectrons and to establish the origin
the sp shape resonances. In a previous measurement
CO molecules [12] the time resolution of the ion detect
was not sufficient to distinguish between O1 and C1 ions,
and therefore the angular distributions were characteriz
by the terms with only even values ofi in Eq. (1) as in
homonuclear molecules.

Figure 1 shows the observed angular distributions
C K-shell photoelectrons at three photon energies, t
lowest energy 304.1 eV is very close to the position of th
C 1s ! sp shape resonance. It is interesting to mentio
that in the resonance photoelectrons from carbon atom
ejected predominantly in the direction of an oxygen atom
while above the resonance they are ejected mainly in
opposite direction. The latter can be easily explained
a backscattering of photoelectrons from the neighbori
atom, while in the shape resonance the behavior of
angular distribution is defined by an interference betwe
different partial waves.

The measured angular distributions have been fitt
by Eq. (1) with K  8. From the general equations
presented in [9,14] one can find the parametersAi for the
casel # 4
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wheredi are the dipole matrix elements (which are assumed to be real and positive) andDik ; di 2 dk are the phase
shift differences corresponding to the transitions to the final state with orbital angular momentuml  i or k. Extracting
1623
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FIG. 1. Angular distributions of photoelectrons ejected from
C K-shell of fixed-in-space CO molecules measured at thr
photon energies: 304.1 eVsjd, 317.4 eV spd, and 333.7 eV
(d) normalized to the total cross section measured in [4
The positions of C and O atoms correspond to 0± and 180±,
respectively. Light is linearly polarized along the molecula
axis. Curves show the fit of experimental points by Eq. (1
with K # 8.

eight ratios AiyA0 from the fit of experimental angu-
lar distribution by Eq. (1) withK  8, we can deter-
mine from Eqs. (2) four ratios of dipole matrix element
diyd0 and four phase shift differencessdi 2 d0d, where
i  1, 2, 3, and4. But since Eqs. (2) are quadratic in
dipole matrix elements, there are eight different solution
for four ratios of dipole matrix elements. Moreover, sinc
the phase shifts enter the arguments of sine or cosine fu
tions, there are two sets of phase shift differences corr
sponding to each set of dipole matrix elements, so th
totally there are 16 different solutions at each photon e
ergy. One could not select one of these solutions witho
additional information on photoionization process.

From the theory [2] it follows that in thesp resonance
thef partial wave contribution to the cross section shou
be predominant. Therefore from the eight different solu
tions at 304.1 eV we have selected that one which giv
the largest fraction for thel  3 cross section (34%). The
th
TABLE I. Dipole matrix elements (normalized by the conditionA0  1) and phase shift differences (in degrees) deduced wi
the help of Eqs. (1) and (2) from the measured angular distributions shown in Fig. 1.

Energy No. d0 d1 d2 d3 d4 D10 D20 D30 D40

304.1 eV 1 0.152 0.436 0.654 0.580 0.149 57.5 2151.7 44.5 2140.4
2 122.5 151.7 135.5 140.4

317.4 eV 1 0.234 0.840 0.380 0.276 0.136 71.9 2131.1 156.9 257.1a

2 0.217 0.752 0.561 0.233 0.136 169.0 183.9 229.8 271.3a

3 0.315 0.872 0.261 0.230 0.136 183.7 266.3 70.1 2152.2a

4 0.436 0.868 0.114 0.160 0.136 23.0 2190.9 269.9 34.5a

aThe second set of phase shift differences is obtained by reversing the sign of differences with eveni and by applying the equa-
tion sDi0d2  p 2 sDi0d1 for odd i as is demonstrated in row 2 for photon energy 304.1 eV.
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second largest contribution of thef partial wave is equal
to 24% which seems to be not compatible with the th
ory. Then from the condition to have a smooth variatio
of dipole matrix elements with photon energy we must s
lect probable solutions for the next points at photon ener
317.4 eV. At least four solutions presented in Table I c
be taken as possible candidates at 317.4 eV, and at the
ment there is no definitive argument to select one of the
On the other hand, the differences between them are
very essential, and for the following illustrations we sha
use only row 1 of Table I.

The contributions of different partial waves to the
1s ! ´ls photoionization cross section obtained in th
way are shown in Fig. 2. The curves show a possible
construction of the partial cross sections from the conditi
to correctly reproduce the cross section measured in
The contributions ofd andf partial waves could not be ex-
tracted unambiguously having only one point in the res
nance; therefore their sum is also presented which
defined with much higher confidence. It is seen fro
Fig. 2 that the cross section maximum in thesp shape
resonance is formed not by a predominant contributi
of the l  3 partial wave but by a joint contribution of
d and f partial waves, with thed partial wave contribu-
tion being slightly larger. This is also evident from th
view of the angular distribution shown in Fig. 1 which
does not have a pattern characteristic for thef partial wave
and differs strongly from the theoretical predictions [10
From Table I it is seen that the phase shift differencesDi0

for i  1 and2 are slowly varying between the first two
measured points in photon energy while fori  3 and4
they are growing by,py2 radians each. It means tha
three partial waves withl  2, 3, and4, are participating
in forming thesp shape resonance,d and f waves giv-
ing the main contribution to the cross section, andf and
g waves giving the main contribution to a rapid increa
of phase shift byp. This strongl mixing makes thesp

shape resonance in CO essentially different from the ana
gous resonances in homonuclear molecules. In homo
clear molecules like N2 the sp shape resonances occu
in 1ssg ! ´lsu transitions where the partial waves wit
odd l are contributing, with the predominant contributio
of only one f partial wave [2]. Thed partial wave is
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FIG. 2. Contributions of thes ssd, p (d), d srd, and f
shd partial waves and of the sumsd 1 fd s¶d to the s
photoionization cross section deduced from the experimen
angular distributions. Curves show a probable reconstruction
the corresponding contributions from the condition to reproduc
the experimental cross section measured in [4] (points). Theg
cross section is smaller than thes one and is not shown in the
figure.

contributing to the1ssu ! ´lsg transition where there is
no resonance at all. In heteronuclear molecules both ev
and odd partial waves contribute to the C1s ! ´ls tran-
sition as the inversion symmetry is gone, which makesl
mixing rather strong. Unfortunately, there is no possibi
ity to compare our data with the corresponding theoretic
results because neither the dipole matrix elements nor
phase shifts are presented in [2,5,10].

Since even Legendre polynomials are symmetric
relative to the vertical line in Fig. 1, a gradual shift o
the main maximum in the angular distributions from th
direction to the neighboring atom at the shape resonan
to the opposite direction at higher energies appears due
a variation of coefficients of odd Legendre polynomial
in Eq. (1). The coefficientsAi with odd i contain only
the products of matrix elements with odd and evenl
so that the interference of odd and even partial wav
is responsible for that gradual shift. It also means th
odd and even partial waves are giving equally importa
contributions.

In conclusion, we have for the first time performed
the complete experiment by measuring the angular d
tributions of photoelectrons ejected from the CK-shell
of fixed-in-space CO molecules in the region of thesp

shape resonance. Four ratios of dipole matrix elemen
and four phase shift differences were determined from t
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measured data. The analyses of these data demons
that due to a strongl-channel mixing three partial waves
with l  2, 3, 4 are participating in forming thesp shape
resonance in CO molecules. The first results obtain
here clearly demonstrate that the complete experimen
molecules is now feasible, and that it enables one to p
form the most stringent test of existing theories.
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